MANUAL
XFULL
SERIES

Dear customers:
Please read this manual throughly before using Lyric XFULL series ink-jet
printers.
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Chap 1 Safety instructions
Please read the following directions thoroughly before you start to use this
machine:
1. You should place the printer in a room what is,
◆ clean and breezy with flat ground;
◆ anti-electromagnetic, quakeproof and without heavy dirty;
keep the ambient conditions always be at temperature: 20~25 ℃ and
humidity: 40%~70%RH.
2. Connect the printer and PC to a reliable outlet well grounded, and a
one-meter-long pontil planted in the salted soil is also suggested for
ground connection.
3. Do not pull or plug the print cable between the printer and PC with power,
and do wait 10 seconds before you need to turn on the power again.
4. Adoption of high quality solvent inks is necessary for the printer; If you
need to change the ink of different brand please do contact with the local
dealer.
5. When using the machine, pay attention to that,
◆ Do not press the machine cover by hand or other heavy things;
◆ Do remember to turn on / off by power switch;
◆ Printing directly on the printer plate without PVC banner is
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prohibited!
6. If you encounter the following troubles, please cut off the power at once
and contact with the local dealer,
7. If you encounter the following troubles, please cut off the power at once
and contact with the local dealer,
◆ Power switch is out of control or damaged;
◆ Cannot operate it normally or some obvious changes of machine
preferences occur.
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Chap 2 Installation and Troubleshooting
1. Packing box
(1.1) one host machine;
(1.2) one set of machine stand as follows,
NO.

Items

QTY.

1

Left and right column

Per 1

2

Crossbeam

1

3

Roller for feeding

2

4

Roller for take up

2

5

Left and right holder for paper roller

6

Stand pillar

2

7

Sub power switch

1

8

Pulling system

1

9

Tighten kits

10

Per 1

1 bag

Left and right holder for pulling

Per 1

system and connection board
11

Fixed peg for crossbeam

2

12

Ink Collection Plate

1

13

Connection board for column

4

(1.3) one set of accessories see as follows,
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NO.

Items

QTY.

1

Power cable

2

2

Print cable

1

3

Cleaner cloth and nylon tube

4

Main and sub tank

5

User manual

1

6

Inner hexagon spanner (S=2)

1

7

Inner hexagon spanner (S=3)

1

8

Inner hexagon spanner (S=5)

1

9

Inner hexagon spanner (S=6)

1

10

“O”ring

8

11

RIP software

1

12

PCI card

1

1bag& 2
per 1

2. Installation (referring to the fig.1)
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(2.1) Stand installation,
Referring to the above figure, install the stand in following steps,
① Draw out the plug and wire from the crossbeam first, through the
right column then take them out from the side hole in it, now you can
connect the crossbeam with left/right column by fixed peg kits;
② Connect the left/right pillars to the columns, and adjust the 4 wheels
on pillar to be stable;
③ Connect the left/right holder for paper roller with the columns, then
install the sub power switch to the right column.
④ Place the host machine on the stand and well tightened to be stable
with tighten kits;
(2.1) Installation of the PCI card and driver
First, please make sure the computer is powered off, open the PC case and
insert the PCI card into the PCI slot of the mainboard. If you are not familiar
with this kind of operation, please let the professionals do it for you to avoid
the hardware damage. If the manufacturer of your computer do not allow
you open the PC case, please contact their service department and let them
do it for you to avoid unexpectable troubles.
After successful installation of the PCI card, please connect the PCI card and
the printer with the print cable which is in the accessories. Then turn on the
power for computer, the operation system will find the new PCI card and
require the corresponding driver, please install the driver as follows
(Windows XP as an example):
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First is the ‘Found New Hardware Wizard’, please put the accessory cd
into the cd-rom and click ‘next’;

select ‘Don’t search. I will choose the driver to install’, click ‘next’;
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Click “Have Disk”, to show “Install From Disk” interface, Click “Browse”
to Select LiYuPciDriver.inf document under driver directory in CD,

click ‘OK’,
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select ‘LYRIC JetPlot Card’, then click ‘next’, the windows will start the
installation automatically. After that, restart the computer, then the
Installation is complete.
(2.2) Electric installation
① Connect the 3-pin plug-in of the media motor and the 3-pin socket
on the sub power switch.
② Connect the 4-pin plug-in of the media sensor and the 4-pin
socket on the sub power switch.
③ Connect the out-put power socket on the sub power switch with
the power socket on the right bottom of the printer by the
accessory power cable. (or Find the accessory power cable, one
end connect to the out-put power socket on the sub power switch,
the other end connect to the power socket on the right bottom of
the printer) Test whether the panel is heated or not by push the
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beside power switch and adjust the heat temperature by the
temperature tuner.
④ Connect the plug-in of the vacuum cleaner into the power socket
on the left side of the printer. Connect the power socket of the
printer with the power supply socket by the accessory power
cable.
⑤ Connect the PCI card with the printer by the accessory print cable.
Connect the printer with the power supply by the accessory power
cable; connect the sub power switch with the power supply by the
accessory power cable.
3.Troubleshooting
(3.1) Lift up the pinch roller handle, load the banner from behind to front
and keep the banner side aligned with the printer slot in the front plate,
then put down the handle;
(3.2) If 110V power standard is adopted, do remember to switch the power
voltage at 110V by knob in the power box on the downside of the host
machine, the default voltage is 220V(see the knob panel).
(3.3) By the switch of the DC motor you can change the rotate
direction of the paper roller;
(3.4) Paste the 2 Steel slices on the platen with glue in order to fix
the two sides of the banner;
(3.5) Connect the power cable and the print cable then power on;
(3.6) Referring to Chap. 4 (Operation Guide), now you can test all
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the functions and be ready to work.
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Chap 3 Appearance and Components
Please referring to the following figures carefully,

Fig. 3.1 outside view

Fig. 3.2 left view

Fig. 3.3 right view

Fig. 3.4 right front view

Fig. 3.5 pulling system

1. guide cover: cover and protect carriage
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2. pinch roller: work together with metal roller to push the media and make
it move smoothly
3. head carriage: 8 Xaar piezo print heads inside
4. control panel: setting functions and printing mode
5. pinch roller handle: control the pinch roller to load the media
6. machine stand: support the host machine
7. auto. purging system: set particular time to have auto. purging operation;
powerful purging on single printhead also can be set when any printhead
is clogged
8. unique cleaning system: can clean the printhead without pulling the ink
tube
9. head protection plate system: head protection pad will cover the
printhead automatic when the printhead back to original location. There
is a tube in the ink collection box under the head protection system. It
will guide the waste ink out of the lower plate and need an extra box to
contain the waste ink.
10. ink supply system: consist of main tank, ink pump, ink filter, ink tube
and sub tank, when the lack of ink in the sub tank is detected, ink pump
will pump the ink from main tank to sub tank automatically.
11. side cover: left side cover and right side cover; control board inside the
right side cover; power switch, power socket and print interface under the
right side cove.
12. waste-ink collection box: contain the waste ink
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13. auto. feeding and take-up system: when media roll is adapted, media
sensor will control the feeding operation; when printing long images,
auto. take-up as long as printing
14. pulling system: automatic split up the roll media to cooperate with
media feeding system to make the more smoothly and accurate media
transmission.
15. heating system: shorten the dry time and increase the image quality.
16. sub power switch: supply power for heating system and auto. feeding
and take-up system
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Chap 4 Operation Instructions
1. control panel

Fig 4.1 control panel
2. Keyboard description
(2.1) PURGE: the carriage will move to the left side and waiting for purging
after this button is pressed, then you can use four powerful purging button to
purge the print head. The four buttons correspond to print head of four colors,
that is, white button correspond to black color print head, others are buttons
correspond to the same color print head. Press the button, powerful purging
will start on the correspond print head; release the button, it stops. When all
the print heads are purged up, press ESC and the carriage will be back to the
original location. If printing images before purging, then it will continue the
printing work after purging.
(2.5) ESC: quit to the last menu under any menu.
(2.4) PAUSE: pause printing randomly as you need.
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(2.9)

: select the menu and move manually as you need; also
you can set the value by left and right keys.

5.2 LiYuPrint Operation Guide
Double-click the icon of LiYuPrint on the desktop to launch the program,
main interface as follows:

5.2.1 Setup Print
Please choose the right number of printhead that your printer has before
printing by LiYuPrint software. You can set it up by system setting on the
file menu.
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Note: You must select right printer type. Otherwise the printer will not print
picture correctly. Furthermore, you can select the bi-direction or the single
direction of print mode and setup the solution of the preview on printing
image in setup print.
5.2.2 Glossary of Print Control Interface
 Pass: Setup number of demand print pass.
 Speed: Select print speed. LiYu POP series printer offers seven levels of
speeds. The bigger number you select, the more quickly of the printing.
 Step Calibration: Fill in number of step adjustment.
 Bi-direction Calibration: Fill in number of bi-direction adjustment.
 Flash-jet Frequency: Set the times of the print head jets every second.
 Flash-jet Interval: During printing, the printhead carriage will move to
the right of the printer, flash-jet position, to flash-jet every certain times
that printing back and forth. The number of times is flash interval. It can
prevent nozzle clogging effectively if you setup flash interval
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appropriately.
 Purge Frequency: When purging automatically, after the carriage
entering the left cover of the printer, purging area, the printer will start
vacuum cleaner automatically that was joined on the printer. The
carriage proceeds to purge several times back and forth above the
inhalant. The times is named purge frequency.
 Purge Interval: Every certain times that printing back and forth, the
carriage will be purged automatically, then continues after that. The
number of times is purge interval. It can also prevent nozzle clogging
effectively if you set purge interval appropriately.
5.2.3 Glossary of Key on Print Control Interface
 Direction Key: The left and right keys control the carriage to move
horizontally. The up and down keys control the step motor to roll over
media.


: Reset key, make the printer return to the original position or receive
new data while printing.

 Flash-jet: The printhead make the flash-jet operation at the flash-jet
position for anti-clogging when this button clicked. It will make a pause
while printing, click “Back” key to continue.
 Purge: After clicking this button, the carriage will enter the left cover of
the machine to purge the printheads automatically.
 Cancel: During printing, this key will stop operation of printing.
 Back: The printer will exit from flash-jet or manual purging operation
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by clicking it.
 Depth Purge: There are four keys with different colors, when you press
one of them, the carriage will move to purging area, purging the
printheads with corresponding color (2~3printheads/color). At the same
time, you can also click other keys to purge other printheads. Click
“Back”, to keep the carriage back after that.
5.3 The interface of Printhead Calibration
You must run each test of “printing test” in menu item before you adjust the

 Horizontal Calibration: To run horizontal test of “printing test” in the
menu item, the printer will print diagram of horizontal calibration test.
The calibration value is number of the aligning place in each test
diagram. And fill the value in corresponding item. (If you choose ‘8
Headers’ printer type in system settings, K2, C2, M2 and Y2 items will
not appear.)
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 Vertical Calibration: It’s same as horizontal calibration.
The “printing test” includes also bi-direction test, step test, nozzle status and
test line. Among the rest, you can set the bi-direction test and step test as the
same way as the horizontal calibration. And fill in the calibration value into
the bi-direction test and step test items. Nozzle status tests if printhead is
clogged. Once the printhead is clogged, it will be represented by the nozzle
status testing image.
Test line is to test general status after calibration, such as horizontal, vertical,
step and bi-direction calibration etc. If any one of them is not set properly,
test lines will show it.
All these calibration data is saved in Liyu.dat. You can backup it for safety.
5.4 Print images
Click file → open or

icon on the toolbar, then choose a *.prt or *.prn

file to open. Then the preview of the file will appear in preview area on the
right side of the main interface. If it’s really the image you want, please click
file → print or

icon on the toolbar, the printer starts to print.
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During printing, a broken line across the image preview area shows process
of the printing, the part up the broken line is printed already, the below is the
part ready to print.
5.5 PhotoPRINT Setup
PhotoPRINT is sent along with the printer which is the professional RIP
software. The *.prn and *.prt files that LiYuPrint prints are all made by
PhotoPRINT. In order to get optimal image for printing you need to add icc
profiles of POP/PM series printer to PhotoPrint. If you have the latest
version PhotoPrint, you will find the POP/PM series ICC profiles in the
‘output’ item which is in the third page of the ‘Default Job Properties’(as Fig
4.7). If the ICC profiles do not appear, please add them as follows:
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① Insert LiYuPrint CD sent along with the printer into your CD-ROM,
copy ‘Iccprofile’, ‘OutputDriver’ and ‘Density’ three folders in the root
directory of LiYuPrint CD to the folder in which PhotoPRINT installed,
replace the folders existed. For example, your PhotoPRINT is installed in the

folder C:\Program files\PhotoPRINT, then you should copy ‘Iccprofile’,
‘OutputDriver’ and ‘Density’ three folders from LiYuPrint CD to
C:\Program files\PhotoPRINT, replace the folders existed.
② Run PhtoPRINT, select icc profiles corresponding PG series printer in
‘Default Job Properties’ interface.
Select the third icon

in the ‘Default Job Properties interface’. Select the

icc profile according to the printer type, brand of ink and the number of
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PASS in the list on the right of the label ‘Output’. For example, if your
printer type is PM 3212, ink brand is SaiWei, and PASS number is 4, please
select PG3212–PVC–SaiWeiInk-4PASS.icc in Output list.
In the same way select .trc file with same filename in Linearization list of
the

‘Default

Job

Properties’

interface,

viz.

PM3212–PVC–SaiWei-4PASS.trc.
Please click “OK” to save and exit. Then, *.prt document made by
PhotoPRINT will fit the PG series printer exactly. Then you can print perfect
images by LiYuPrint.
3. other functions
(3.1) ink supply warning
(3.2) auto. feeding and tak-up: can be shut down by the switch. When using
this system, please balance the media rollers and make them in line. Please
separate the sub power switch power supply from the power supply for
computer and printer.
(3.3) Pre-heating and dry: electric heating parts are stuck under the front and
back stainless plate. There is a temperature management system on the left
side of the down plate to adjust the temperature. You can decide weather use
pre-hearting and dry system based on the surrounding temperature and the
media type.
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Fig 4.10
Operation: the temperature changes one degree on each press of the
temperature setting button. Please press this button repeatedly until get the
temperature you want. The column tuner on the down-left is to adjust the
movement range of the temperature, the default range is ±1℃.
Note: Please pay attention to the connection column on the left side of the
plate when disassembling the back plate. Please power off first, take apart
the wires, then the plate.
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Chap 5 Technical Specifications
Model

XF1808/1812

Printhead

XF2508/2512

XF3208/3212

8/12 XJ-128/200dpi

Print resolution

180X185dpi/180X370dpi

Printhead clearence

3mm ~ 5mm off media

Image size

1.83m/6.00ft.

2.50m/8.20ft.

3.20m/10.49ft.

Media size

1.88m/6.16ft.

2.55m/8.36ft.

3.25m/10.66t.

Printing speed

PG1808/2508/3208:(36,24,18) m²/h (2p, 3p, 4p)
PG1812/2512/3212:(50,33,25) m²/h (2p, 3p, 4p)

Print mode

Uni/bi-direction

Ink type
Media type

Solvent ink: C、M、Y、K
Normal PVC banner, vinyl, coating film and ect.

Media transmission

Roll to Roll

Interface

PCI high speed card

External dimensions 2.72X0.55X1.21m
(8.92X1.80X3.97ft.)
Weight
Power requirement
Environment

4.39X0.55X1.21m

4.09X0.55X1.21m

(11.12X1.80X3.97ft.)

(13.42X1.80X3.97ft.)

235kg/518lbs

283kg/624lbs

334kg/736lbs

220V±10%，>10A，50/60Hz
Temperature：20~28℃，Humidity：40%~70%RH
Auto. purging and cleaning system；Auto ink supply system；

Other features

Auto. Feeding and take-up system；Heating system；
Auto. pulling system
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Chap 6 Maintenance Items

1.

Purging (see as Fig.6)

(1.1) During printing, if nozzle clogged happen, you should purge the head
by pressing “PURGE” key, and the carriage will move to the purge
zero at the left end of the machine.
(1.2) Press the four color button to purge the head, you can prolong the
pumping time if head heavy clogged.
(1.3) After pumping finished, press “ESC” to continue the work.
(1.4) You also can cover the cleaner cloth soaked with flushing solution
under the nozzle plate for several minutes to get rid of nozzle clogged.
(1.5) If heavy clogged and pumping invalid, you need head cleaning-up,
now tighten the valve and cut off the ink flowing, then screw off the
sealed cap, finally with one syringe full of flushing solution flush up
the nozzle via the tie-in (inside the sealed cap).
(1.6) After purging finished, fasten all 4 sealed caps clockwise and loosen
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the valves (about 3~5 circles anti-clockwise) to return ink supplying.
(1.7) Repeat step (1.2), (1.3) and clean up the remained flushing solution in
head till the solvent ink jet out, now return printing.
(1.8) If head very terrible clogged, you must stop printing and power off.
Take down the head along with bracket and soak the nozzle plate into
the flush solution for several hours then re-install it.
(1.9) If above measures are all invalid, please contact with the local dealer
at once.
2. Maintenance
(2.1) After power off, move the carriage to the left end then do purging
followed as above step (1.5).
(2.2)Screw on 4 sealed caps but not tightened, and put the nozzle-pad plate
into the right cover.
(2.3) Move the carriage to the right end just above the nozzle-pad and make
them well sealed, thus good head protection can be realized.
(Note: Be take out the pad plate when printing in case of the picture quality
affected.)
3. Please keep the guide clean
Please in time infuse the lube into the slipper nozzle to keep the guide
smooth, the frequency decided by your working volume.
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Chap 7 Guarantee Items
1. As for PH series inkjet printer purchased from our authorized dealer, we
guarantee one year from the purchasing date verified by Guarantee Card.
2. In one year guarantee, the dealer will provide free of charge service for
the troubles happened under normal using state.
3. The following is excluding of warranty,
● Without valid Guarantee Card.
● Damaged by unwarrantable operation or abnormal using.
● Damaged by taking apart the printer not allowed.
● Because of FORCE MAJEURE or natural damage.
● Consumptive parts have no warranty such as print head, pinch roller,
ink filter and so on.
4. The dealer should undertake the charged service out of guarantee time.
5. The manufacturer just bear the obligation based on machine itself,
excluding any other loss induced from troubled machine.

Appendix
1. PC requirement:
(1.1) CPU: at least PIII 1G;
(1.2) RAM: >256MB;
(1.3) Hard disk: >40GB, and C disk partition at least 8GB~10GB;
(1.4) Main board: credible brand suggested;
2. Location conditions and necessary tools:
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(2.1) one 1000W dry and wet cleaner;
(2.2) two 50ml glass syringe;
(2.3) several cleaner cloth with good quality;
(2.3) In the workroom, you’d better install one big-power exhaust fan, and one psychro-meter, one
humidifier also necessary in dry area.
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